MULTI – TURN ACTUATOR
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE MANUAL
for TM - 3, 6, 12
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 CAUTIONS prior to installation
*Connect power to space heaters if actuators are *Do setting and trial operation after bringing
to be stored in a damp place for long period
prior to installation.

actuator manually to the intermediate position.
*Close tightly switch cover and terminal cover

*Check name plate and confirm the actuator

after wiring, adjusting and setting. Loose

have been provided as described in the

fastening of the cover bolts may cause rain

specification.

water infiltration.(Check and clean the mating

*Tighten cable gland to prevent rain water
infiltration.

faces and V-packings before closing the covers)
*Do not manually operate actuator with devices

*Do electrical wiring in accordance with wiring

other than installed handwheel. Using additive

diagram. Incorrect wiring may cause damages to force devices(bars, wrenches or the like) on the
handwheel or change lever may cause personal
actuator and/or valve.

*Connect power leads(R, S, T) correctly to the
motor terminal(U, V, W)

injury and/or damage to the actuator or valve

*Avoid outdoor wiring works in the rain.

◎ Prior to disassembling, adjusting and/or changing the part(s) or the sub-assembly of
actuator, consult factory first.
Factory

: Tel +82-31-880-2860, Fax +82-31-881-5860

Sales office

: Tel +82-2-555-0883, Fax +82-2-556-3026

Home : http://www.enertork.com,

E-Mail : enertork@enertork.com
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1. Mounting on the valve (damper)
1-1 Disassembly and assembly of thrust unit (Non-Rising type)
Fig. 1 After disassembled

Fig. 2 After assembled

* Grease the machined stem bush②, especially
the O-ring contact surface and inner wall.
* Grease the thrust bearing③ and insert it into
stem bush②.
* Fix the nut④ to stem bush, check the snapring groove and assemble snap-ring⑤.
* Insert the assembled stem bush(②+③+④+⑤)
into thrust base①.
* Grease the thrust cover⑥ and assemble it.

*CAUTION : KEEP PROCEDURE ABOVE & KEEP ALL THE PARTS CLEAN. FOREIGN OJECTS INSIDE
MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO BEARING, O-RING & OTHER PARTS.
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1-2 Disassembly and assembly of thrust unit (Rising type)

NO

CONTENTS

CAUTION

1

Clean the parts(①②③④) and check the
bearing components.

Check that there are no foreign objects.
Configuration of bearing
: shaft washer(WS)+roller+housing washer(GS)

2

Assemble bearing(⑦⑥⑤) into thrust base(①)
as shown in the figure

※Please attention bearing sequence
(GS⑦→roller⑥→WS⑤)
Apply heavy duty grease(EP#2) to bearing

3

Assemble o-ring(⑨) into stem bush(③).

Apply heavy duty grease(EP#2) to o-ring joint

4

Assemble stem bush(③) into thrust base(①)

Be careful not to damage the o-ring

5

After flip the sub-assembly of thrust base(①),
assemble bearing(⑦⑥⑤) in order

※Please attention bearing sequence
(GS⑦→roller⑥→WS⑤)
Apply heavy duty grease(EP#2) to bearing

6

When assembling stem bush nut(④), screw it
until snap-ring(⑧) groove could be exposed

It can more easily be screwed by using a hole
for joint of stem bush nut

7

Assemble snap-ring(⑧) into groove

Please make sure that operate smoothly by
rotating the stem bush

8

Assemble o-ring(⑩⑪) on inside and outside of
the thrust cover(②)

Apply heavy duty grease(EP#2) to o-ring joint

9

After assembling thrust cover(②) into thrustbase(①), fasten with two wrench bolt(⑫)

Be careful not to damage the o-ring

10

If you need grease filling later, loose the
plug(⑬), and fill with grease into the greasenipple(⑭) using a grease gun
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1-3 Mounting on the valve (damper)
1) Check the diameter & depth of pilot and p.c.d of valve flange and diameter of valve stem.
2) Apply grease to stem and stem bush(inside).
*Grease to be used: general purpose heavy duty grease.
3) Mount the thrust unit on the flange of valve and fasten the bolts. (Fig. 3)
4) Lift actuator body using eye-bolt and mount it on the thrust unit and fasten the bolts. (Fig. 4)
Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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2. Configuration of TM-3, 6, 12
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3. Layout of TM-3, 6, 12
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4. Trial operation
4-1 Wiring
1) Take off the terminal cover and switch cover from the actuator.
2) Connect all the wires to the terminal block referring to the wiring diagram attached to
the back of the terminal cover.
3) Make sure the sealing of the wire entries.
4) Check the direction of rotation pressing the open button. If the direction is opposite,
change 2 wires each other out of 3 power wires. Do checking at the mid-travel of
actuator. Torque limit switch may not work at the full open position.
5) After the completion of wiring, clean the mating faces, put on the covers and fasten
the cover bolts tightly.

4-2 Setting of the limit switch
* Close Limit Setting
S : Close Limit switch
O : Open Limit switch
1) Manually Close the valve(damper)
completely. if power is available,
for convenience sake, power operate the
valve near to full close position and
manually close the valve completely.
2) Manually turn the finger of mechanical
indicator to Zero point.
3) Press slightly and turn ‘S’ adjusting shaft
with ⊖ screwdriver in the direction of
arrow (CCW). Then, the pointer turns in
the reverse direction (CW) at every
90 degree.
4) When the pointer comes reach
the pointer reaches

turn ‘S’ adjusting shaft very slowly until

and you hear ‘clik’ sound. Then, stop turning immediately.

Now, close limit setting has been completed
※ If the pointer overrun

, repeat the procedure 3) and 4).

5) To verify Limit switch actuation, shift change lever to manual operation mode,
rotate handwheel to ‘open direction’ by 1/2 to 1 turn and make sure that pointer
move ccw to

And rotate handwheel to ‘close direction’ by 1/2 to 1 turn and

make sure that the pointer move cw to
6) The same procedure shall be applied for open limit setting.
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4-3 Setting the potentiometer and transmitter(R/I converter) - optional parts

Fig. 7

1) Fully close valve.
2) Connect circuit tester (DC, mA) to,
referring wiring diagram attached inside,
signal output terminal (+, -)
and ;
> in case tester reads the value between
3.4 and 4.6mA, set zero point of
transmitter or,
> in case tester reads the value outside
3.4 ~ 4.6mA, turn potentiometer shaft
with ⊖ screwdriver until tester reads
value between 3.4 ~ 4.6mA.

*When turning potentiometer shaft with ⊖ screwdriver, tightly grip gear A with another
hand so that it should not rotate.
3) Set zero point of transmitter, fully open valve and set span. Repeat this procedure
2 ～ 3 times for precise setting.

4-4 Trial operation (manual & power operation)
1) Push the change lever forward to its maximum position and release the hold change
lever returns to its original position and manual operation is ready.
2) Confirm the ‘direction mark’ on the rim of handwheel and turn the handwheel to the
direction desired.
* CAUTION : USING CHEATER BAR OR THE LIKE ON HANDWHEEL MAY CAUSE DAMAGE
TO THE ACTUATOR AND/OR VALVE.
3) For power operation, push either open button or close button. The operation mode is
automatically changed from manual to power. Repeat this 3~4 times to both directions.
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4-5 Setting of the torque switch
Fig. 8 Torque switch unit

Fig. 9 Switch unit Ass’y

1) Torque switch is set at the specified value by customer and ‘red-marked’ on that
position of the dial at factory before shipment. No necessity of site adjustment.
2) If readjustment at site is required by some reason, loosen the set screw with ○
+ screw
driver, move the finger(s) to the desired position on the dial and fasten the set screw
(Fig. 8)
* CAUTION : RESET IN THE ZONE OVER THE RED-MARK WITHOUT CONSULTING
FACTORY MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE VALVE AND/OR ACTUATOR.

4-6 Disassembly and reassembly of the switch unit
1) Do not disassemble the switch unit without consulting factory.
* CAUTION : TORQUE SETTING VALUE MAY CHANGE AND CAUSE TROUBLE.
2) In case site-disassembly is a must, adjust the “zero pointer finger”, by power operation,
to be positioned at the centre between “O” and “S” of dial and disassemble.
Do the same for reassembly to keep the torque value originally set unchanged.

5. Storage
- Storing actuators indoors is preferable. If outdoor storage is unavoidable for long,
store actuators on a raised platform under proper shelter or cover and connect space
heaters.
(A dry agent pack is put inside switch unit, Take it out before trial operation)
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6. Trouble * Shooting
Trouble
Motor doesn’t move

Probable Cause

Remedy

*Power off

*Check power input

*Voltage doesn’t suit motor

*Compare input voltage with
name plate rating

*Overload by antiphase run
(overload relay worked)
*Torque switch tripped by
overload

position and change the
phases(reset overload relay)
*Check and remove cause of
overload. If torque setting value
increase needed, consult factory

Motor stops during
operation

*Manually run actuator to mid

*EOCR tripped

*Readjust EOCR setting value

*Improperly lubricated valve stem *Clean stem and re-grease
*Foreign object inside valve

*Remove foreign object

*Foreign object on the surface

*Disassemble and check valve

of valve stem
(in case of threaded stem)
*Valve gland packing too tight
Motor runs,
but valve doesn’t move
(indicator works)
Limit switch fails to
stop motor

Torque switch fails to
stop motor

*Loosen gland packing and apply
grease

*Stem bush thread worn

*Change stem bush

(caused by incorrect machining)
*Motor runs reversely

*Manually run actuator to

(no reverse run with integral

intermediate position and change

type)

2 lead wires out of 3

*Limit switch mis-set

*Reset

*Magnet relay doesn’t work

*Change magnet relay

*Control wire grounded

*Check resistance

*Micro switch doesn’t work

*Change micro switch & PCB set

*Motor runs reversely

*Manually run actuator to

(no reverse run with integral

intermediate position and change

type)

2 lead wires out of 3

*Control wire grounded

*Check resistance

*Micro switch doesn’t work

*Change micro switch & PCB set
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7. Maintenance
PRECAUTIONS !
* After trial operation, check damages on paint and touch-up, if necessary.
* Before fastening, check V-rings at the covers of switch unit and terminal unit are
rightly placed.
* Use suitable cable gland and fasten tightly to secure IP68 class water tightness and/or
flame proofness.

7-1 Lubrication
1) TM actuators are filled with Lithium soap grease as shown in the Table. 1 below.
No renewal of grease is necessary for narmal operation.
2) In case actuators are disassembled for periodic inspection or repair, refill grease as per
Table. 1.
3) Lithium soap grease of different brands can be used mixed if the chemical bases of
them are same each other. Avoid mixing of different bases.
Table. 1. Grease quantity for each model
Model
Grease
recommended

TM-3

TM-6

TM-12

SHELL CO : Albania E.P RO , Isu Chem. : TOTAL:MULTIS EP0
Ssangyong Oil Ref. : Asaring Grease EP0

Quantity (kg)

13

27.5

52

4) For the threaded part of rising stem valve, apply general purpose heavy duty grease
periodically to prevent stem bush from wear

7-2 Others
- For a seldom use valve, periodic test operation of actuator is recommended to secure
satisfactory actuation
(E.g. : several times a month)

8. Typical wiring diagram
- Refer to homepage drawing (Frequently updated)
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